Tenses Exercise

Fill in the blanks with an appropriate tense form.

1. We often .................... over the fields in the evening.
   walks
   walk
   walking

2. According to the time table, the train .................... at 6.30.
   arrives
   is arriving
   arrive

3. My dog ....................... everything. He is almost human.
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4. We went out although it ................. a bit late.

is
was
has been

5. My feet were sore because my shoes ............... badly.

Please select 2 correct answers

fit
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fitted
fits

6. I ...................... my job because I was ill for six months.

lose
had lost
lost

7. During the holidays, I ...................... a lot of reading.

did
have done
was doing
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8. We ....................... to Paris for the weekend.
   are going
   go
   have gone

9. She .......................... to anyone.
   never apologized
   has never apologized
   have never apologized

10. You never .......................... me finish a sentence.
    lets
    let
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11. I………………………. cooking or cleaning.

- don't enjoy
- am not enjoying
- doesn't enjoy

12. It………………………. a long time since we met.

- is
- was
- has been
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Answers

1. We often walk over the fields in the evening.

2. According to the time table, the train arrives at 6.30.

3. My dog understands everything. He is almost human.

4. We went out although it was a bit late.

5. My feet were sore because my shoes fit / fitted badly.

6. I lost my job because I was ill for six months.

7. During the holidays, I did a lot of reading.

8. We are going to Paris for the weekend.

9. She has never apologized to anyone.

10. You never let me finish a sentence.

11. I don’t enjoy cooking or cleaning.

12. It has been a long time since we met.